
Hangzhou Tuya Information Technology Co., Ltd

Label Changes of Tuya Wi-Fi and Bluetooth modules without shielding covers

PCN No. PCN-003-202006 Proposal Date of Change 2020/6/18

Product Model

TYBN1, TYBT1, TYBT2, TYBT2-IPEX, TYBT3, TYBT4, TYBT4L, 
WXRC, WXRCA, BT3L-NS, YBLC5, RDLC5, BT8C, BT8C-A, 
TYBT7, TYBT8, TYBT8_ANT, TYLC4, TYLC4-IPEX, TYLC7V, 
TYLC3V, RLC7V, RLC7VE, TYLC8-KG, TYLC8, TYLC5, TYLC5-KG, 
TYLC5S, WBLC5, WBLC5-KG, WBLC5-Without-Ant, XR2

Effective Date of Change 2020/7/6

Date of First Shipment 2020/7/6

Customer Approval          
        Approval required

        Only notification, no approval required

Change Level        Major                                   Minor 

Reason for Change

Item Reason for change

Label size
The label of the product without shielding cover is pasted on the chip component of the module. The soldering tin of the chip component melts when the 
customer produces the chip component after reflow welding. The convection wind generated by the motor in the reflow welding equipment will move the 
label up and down and move the chip component. Therefore, optimize the label and reduce the label size.

Change Content 

Before change After change

Label size: 13.5×8mm, 15×10mm, 7×8mm ect.
Printing content and type setting: Refer to below pictures

Label size: 6×6mm
Printing content and type setting:

Label:

Label:

Impact of Change

1. CE, RoHS, model, and PN information shall not be printed on the label.
2. Customers need to confirm whether their respective certifications will be affected. If not, please support this optimization.

Deal with Products Before/After Change

The product is not changed, so there is no need to deal with in a different nanner.

Report(s) Attached

Related ECN No.: 202006190205

Reliability Report or Plan: NA

Function Test Report: NA

RoHS/Reach Test Report: NA

Other Reports (Pls specify): NA

Customer Response Requirements 

Customers give feedback on the Tuya PCN according to the following requirements:

Major Change 
a)   Customers should confirm receipt of the PCN within 30 days from the issuing date of the PCN.
b)   If customers do not confirm receipt of the PCN within 30 days, it is deemed that the customers have accepted the change. 
c)   If customers confirm receipt of the PCN and do not give any feedback within 90 days, it is deemed that the customers have accepted the change. 

Minor Change
 a)   If customers do not confirm receipt of the PCN within 14 days, it is deemed that the customers have accepted the change. 

Please give your feedback to DCC@tuya.com.
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